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Simple Ways to Make Kids Feel More Confident
We spend countless hours as parents trying to make
sure our kids are behaving, eating their dinner, and
doing their homework. But how often do we take
the time to focus on building their self-confidence?
Here are 10 simple ways to do just that.
"Let me help you," I said to my son, as I bent over to
tie his shoes for him...or the first time he tried
pouring his own drink...or when my crawling, infant
daughter struggled to reach a toy, even though it
was within her reach.
I used to help my kids all the time before they even
asked for any sort of assistance. And I'm not alone. I
know many parents whose instinct is to "help" their
children. But at what point is an outstretched hand
holding them back rather than letting them move
forward on their own?
When I analyzed my approach with my children, I
worried that I was failing to lay the groundwork for
them to be independent and capable adults. And I
realized what I really needed to help them with
was building their confidence. So I came up with
these strategies to instill confidence in my young
children that will hopefully yield confident, secure
adults:

Never laugh at their ideas, no
matter how outlandish they are.
Like adults, kids want to be taken seriously. When
they get the sense they're being mocked (or
laughed at, to their face),

their instinct is to get angry, shut down, and not share more
ideas for fear of more of the same treatment. After all, kids
naturally see the world through a different lens than we do.
You might be surprised what you hear once you show your
child that you're listening and that you take their ideas
seriously.

Put them in unfamiliar social
situations.
My 6-year-old expressed a legitimate interest in football, so I
invited him to come with me to a friend's Super Bowl party.
No other children were coming, and I made him aware of
that. He hesitated for a moment, but then agreed to join me.
At the party, it was clear he wasn't completely comfortable
and was unsure how to act, especially since he only knew
me and the host. But after a while, he was talking about
"Star Wars" and lounging on the couch like one of the guys.
The only way to establish a level of comfort is to first
experience discomfort.

Include them in the kitchen.

Yes, most kids are far more interested in the eating rather
than the preparing of foods, but you'll be surprised by how
much one experience can turn things around. One morning
we asked our son to be the "assistant chef" when we were
preparing blueberry pancakes. Many mornings later, he now
often insists on being involved in the kitchen, and he's
always incredibly proud of the end product.

Celebrate their successes.
I'm not talking about giving them a gold star every time they

eat a carrot. I'm not an "every kid gets a trophy"
believer. Butin my experience, children react favorably
to receiving praise for going above and beyond—
naturally, anyone does. However, it's even more
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important to show children that extra effort will yield
benefits in order to instill the idea within them that
they're capable of greatness and that hard work pays
dividends.

Have them teach you something.
Very little empowers a child more than having them
believe they know something you don't. A beginner's
card trick, a scale on the piano, or anything that
positions them as the subject matter expert will work.
Encourage them to share their knowledge (without
bragging) with you and others. Odds are they'll be
brimming with confidence with their head held high.

Make them talk about their
problems.
If you have a 7-year-old who recently started throwing
a fit every time you make eye contact with her, odds
are it's for a reason. The easy, instinctive thing to do is
to punish her and be done with it. The more forwardthinking approach also includes sitting down

Banana Oatmeal Cookies
Centenarians in Loma Linda follow a “biblical” diet
focused on grains, fruits, nuts and vegetables, and
drink only water. Their top foods include avocados,
nuts, beans, whole wheat bread, soy milk, and oats. Mix
oats with bananas and a handful of other ingredients
to make these delicious and healthy cookies that are
naturally sweet and perfect for a sweet treat.
CLICK HERE FOR THE RECIPE
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In their nutrition lessons, students learned
the importance of eating whole foods,
food labels and marketing tactics.
Click HERE FOR TIPS AT HOME

afterward to talk and figuring out the exact reason for
the anger (or what I like to call "The Danny Tanner
Method," you know, from "Full House"?). It lets them
know you'll actually listen to them, which provides a
certain stability within a household that children need
in order to feel secure.

Let them fail.

Upcoming Events in the Community
THE GRATITUDE CAMPAIGN AT WASHINGTON
COMES TO AN END THIS FRIDAY! ASK FOR A POST-IT
NOTE IN THE FRONT OFFICE TO WRITE YOUR NOTE OF
GRATITUDE AND WE WILL ADD IT TO THE GRATITUDE
WALL IN THE CAFETERIA!

While success is pretty easy to deal with, learning to
cope with failure is no easy task, especially when you're
not used to it. And in order to get used to it, you simply
have to experience it, time and time again. It doesn't
come naturally to me, but I let my kids fail sometimes—
while trying to build Legos or attempting to ride a bike
without training wheels. It may anger them at first, but
as Ann Landers said, "It's not what you do for your
children, but what you have taught them to do for
themselves that will make them successful human
beings."

Enable their creativity.
I've found that most people don't think they're
creative because they were never encouraged to be. I
once overheard my wife reading to my son, and she
stopped turning the pages and simply asked him,
"What do you think should happen next?" His eyes lit
up. Simple questions like this are what awaken a part
of the brain that might otherwise sit dormant.

-By Joe DeProspero
Parenting.com

BCHD ORIENTATION
JANUARY 29: 2:00-3:30PM
INVITE A FRIEND! LEARN MORE ABOUT THE
MISSION, HISTORY AND VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES AT BCHD.
CLICK HERE TO RSVP
41ST ANNUAL SUPER BOWL SUNDAY 10K/5K
FEBRUARY 3
41ST ANNUAL SUPER BOWL SUNDAY 10K/5K
JOIN MORE THAN 8,000 RACE ENTHUSIASTS AT
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA’S GREATEST SUPER BOWL
CELEBRATION!

The circulation of confidence is
better than the circulation of money.
-James Madison

